Drinking fun for kids and teens:
with the new Emsa flasks
A new look – with a clear conscience
Whether they're inside or out, at home or on the go – active kids and teens
get thirsty quick, but unfortunately often forget to drink enough. Cheerful
flasks with their favourite motifs such as Fox, Monster or Graffiti make drinks
even tastier, helping to make sure your little ones get all the water they need.
And now Emsa is switching to Tritan® plastic for its entire range of Kids and
Teens flasks: a high-quality material that guarantees completely safe drinking
pleasure. Emsa is thus catering for parents’ increasingly high demands when
it comes to quality and products that pose no health hazards.
High-quality Tritan®: harmless, hygienic and safe on the go
Tritan® impresses with a whole host of product benefits: not only is this
plastic extremely lightweight, remarkably robust and scratch-resistant, but to
top it all off, it's also completely safe. Tritan® is BPA-free and resistant to fruit
acid, so unlike traditional flasks, it is also suitable to use for diluted fruit juices
or similar drinks – even without any additional inner coating. Practical: Tritan ®
is also transparent, so the filling volume is always clear to see.
Pretty smart: the red marking shows when the drinking nozzle is open – if
the mark is visible, that means the bottle is open so the lid cannot be closed
at this time. As soon as the drinking aperture is closed again, the lid safely
snaps back into position.
Remarkably reliable: the flasks are also extremely robust and 100% leakproof, so there's no need to worry about carrying them in a rucksack, plus
they won’t break if they ever fall on the floor. The flasks therefore make a
faithful companion for little ones – whether they're off to school, nursery or
the playground.
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Easy to clean: Thanks to the new Tritan® body, all the components of the
flask are easy to clean in the dishwasher. The external thread allows for
perfect cleaning of the bottle neck and the tried-and-tested lid can even be
separated into two pieces to make it easier to clean.

Sweet, age-appropriate editions for cool kids
The colourful Kids and Teens Flasks are sure to brighten the mood with their
cheerful motifs for little princesses, pirates & co., letting them quench their
thirst fast and in their own individual style.

Kids & Teens flasks
Scenic I

Kids & Teens flasks
Scenic II

Sandwich box & flask gift set: the perfect back-to-school duo
When the holidays are over or the first day of school comes around, kids and
teens want to be well-prepared for the school term around the corner. The
handy gift sets, consisting of a flask and matching sandwich box, make sure
school pupils are extremely well-organised for the school days ahead and
particularly for the breaks between lessons. Lunchtime will taste twice as
good!
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Product characteristics:
®

Bottle made from Tritan – completely safe
and robust; no coating
 New: completely dishwasher safe
 100% hygienic thanks to external thread:
no germs and easy to clean
 Drinking closure separates into two parts
for optimal cleaning
 100 % safe: Cap cannot be closed when
flask is open
 BPA-free
 Suitable for use with fruit acids
 Extremely light and robust
 Brilliant designs
Kids’ editions:
Pirate, Princess, Monster, Fox, Soccer, Horse,
Dino, Owl
 Volume: 0.4 l (13.53 fl. oz.)
Teens’ editions:
Graffiti, Birdy Bow, Skull, Moustache,
Parcours, Beauty
 Volume: 0.6 l (20.29 fl.oz.)

Sandwich box & flask gift set
 Gift set consisting of sandwich box and
0.4 l (13.53 fl. oz.) flask
 100 % safe
 Designs: Pirate, Princess, Monster, Fox,
Soccer
Variabolo sandwich box:
 Handy: can be opened on both sides
 Space-saving and stackable
 With removable partition

®

The Emsa Kids and Teens flasks made from Tritan are available now along with the gift
sets.
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